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354 Uaya Dunayevskaya 

and do act <~gainst their own interests. Admit boners. Usc 
"New Left .. to show how. in Marx's classic phrase, the past 
weighs like ;.m Alp on the living- how hard it is to be a 
Marxist in the basic scnsl· uf nut <~pplying nineteenth-century 
analyses to twentieth-century <h:vcl,,pmcnts. 

4. Define the era under discussion and review alternate 
analyses and intcrprctatinns--foairly and without direct or 
indir•·('l pnttlowns. If you don't have enough confidence in a 
Marxist analysis to play it straight with other approaches. 
then l\brx will spin in his grotvc. 

5. Develop a ~larxist omalysis and interpretation uf the era 

under consideration. 
6. Explore the qucsllun ol whether or not the prcscm pro· 

jcctions (or the present 1•cr sc. if that is the subject) is il 

revolutionary situ<ation. II not, then dasc:uss what Marxism 
SUAACSts as the relevant and consequential approach to it all. 

Examples. llcrc one wuld go on forever. There is, after all, 
a great body of damn good work--either pre-~·larxist or 
Marxist. But, fnr starh·r .. : 

E. Il. Carr W. 1·:. B.lluBois 
L. R. Graham 
K.S. Karol 
J. T.Main 
C. A. Bcarcl 
J. Weinstein 
L. B.lrit7. 
W. Sussman 
D.F.Dowd 

M. Rugin 
ll. Cruse 
C. D. Darlington 
S. Avineri 
G. Lukacs 
Frankfurt School 
C. B. ~·lacl•hcrson 
Yourselves 

From Ray3 l>unayc,·skaya 

Marxism. f.lS the dialectics of liberation, dues not allow for 
any separation between philosophy and revolution, subjert 
and object, theory and practirc, economics and politics, an 
analysis of c<apitaiism omci action against il. This Jucs not 
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W. E. B. DuBois 
M. Rogin 
H. Cruse 
C. D. Darlington 
S. Avincri 
G. Lukacs 
Frankfurt School 
C. B. MacPherson 
Yourselves 
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mean that only those who arc ready to "make" the rcvolu· 
tion can '"teach" it. Marx was much too £irmly convinced of 
the spont<mcity of revolution and the need for intellectuals 
to comprehend its dialectic to hold either that it can be 
"made," or that it can fully blossom without theory. It docs 
mean, first, that teaching cannot be done "from above," on 
" platform separating educator lrom the one to Uc educated. 
As Marx put it in his Theses on Feut.'Tbach: uThc educators 
must themselves be cc.lucatcc.l." This requires that (I) some 
of the lectures be given •4from below," not only to give the 
studcl)ls "experience." but "io that the teachers can learn; 
and (2) where possible, at lt·ast one of the lectures (say on 
the class struggle), be made "in th~"' firlcl" either by a tour of 
a factory or visit to a picket line. (Thc:rc is sure to be one 
somewhere if eyes and cars arc turned In the production 
line.) As fur h:amh~i; from o:t~J•l•·nl"i.: it is not only a question 
of the dia.kctical principl•: llcgcl articulated, that "Error is a 
dynamic of truth.'' but also a facl that even \\'hen a studl."nl 
commits errors, the teacher can discern where his or her 
presentation failed to communicate; failure to project an 
idea is every bit as \\'tong as failure to .. know." 

Second, distinct from the alleged neutrality claimed by 
non-Marxist interpretations of capitalism, Marxists openly 
state that their interpretations lead to a transformation of 
existing society, holding thai their objectivity, far from ex· 
eluding subjectivity, is proven by the subject, i.e., the prole· 
tariat, becoming the "gravedigger of capitalism" because 
that is both force and reason of the opposite to capitalist 
exploitation. That, at once, separ.u.es independent teaching 
of Marxism from teaching by the so-called orthodox (actu· 
ally, st<ltist professors in statc·capitalist societies calling 
themselves communist), who attempt positivistic intcrprcta· 
tions of .. scit:ntific,. 3nalysis of the functioning of the objec· 
th•c bw of valur irrespective of the will of humans, as if that 
applied to all societies instead of to capitalism only, as Marx 

never tired of emphasizing. 



356 Kai Nielsen 

Third-and most important-is methodology. Here I must 
frankly admit that I was amazed that the announcement of 
your project on "'how to teach Marxism" included not a 
single mention of dialct:Lics. It isn•t that those who con· 
stantly utter the word dialectic practice it. If that had been 
so-and that includes not only "us lowly teachers" but such 
great practicing revolutionaries as Lenin-it wouldn't have 
taken a world war and the collapse of the r.xi~tlng Socialist 
International to have made Lenin rcali1.c that none (himself 
included) had understood Capital (especially Chapter 1), 
because no Marxist since Marx has understood the whole of 
Hegel's Scirnrr nf 14ogic. But Lenin's Abstract of the Science 
of Logic, having finally appeared in English (hy me in I 94 7 
in mimeographed form. and in 195 7 in publication of Marx
ism aud Frcedum, and iu Musl:uw in 1961) contained more 
challenges to today's teachers of Marxism than those of the 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. I did not expect that 
Western teachers would help the Russian-Chinese ct al. re
bury dialectics in such a mishmash as the uffidal puhlkation, 
including all that Lenin wrote from the 1890s on, as if there 
had been no Big Divide. 

Methodology, then, must be a new beginning, that is, a 
projection of future study and action so that no one, teacher 
or student, should feel that tc-.1ching has .. ended" when the 
la.'it lecture of the course is delivered. Everyone must experi
ence the lifeblood or the dialectic-continuity, a continuity 
that arises daily from the objective situation, both in the 
clas!t struggles at the point or production, anrl through every 
layer of society. 

1:rom Kai Nielsen 

To me the greatest obstacle to teaching Marx and Marxism 
is that to a large number of students Marxism is an unrealistic 
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